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Roob questions progress made on grievance
By

Brian Kearney

Senior Matt Roob, having filed sexual
discrimination charges against several
offices at Kenyon, now contends that
the Administration is questioning the
seriousness of his complaint and is not
planning to address the issue according
to the rules set forth in ihtStudent Handn
book. College President Philip H.
argues that this "simply is not true."
At this point, Roob says he is considering suing the College for breach of
contract, since they are not abiding by
the rules that were set forth in the Student Handbook when he decided to
come to Kenyon.
In a letter dated November 30, 1984,
Roob filed several complaints of sexual
discrimination against the library staff,
the Provost, the Administration (Student
Affairs Staff), and the Physical Education Department. The existence of
Women's Studies, New Scholarship on
Women, a women's hour in the weight
room in the Ernst Center, and a
Women's Center all discriminate against
him, Roob argues, since there are no
comparable facilities and programs for
males as well.
Now Roob contends that the President
and the Administration are stalling action on the grievance and do not intend
to even address the issue through the
appropriate channels. According to the
procedure laid out in the Student Handbook for grievances, "the Grievance
Jor-do-
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Kinnell to visit Kenyon

Poet

Galway Kinnell, a

13-2-

Pulitzer

Prize-winnin-

g

Feb.

poet, will visit Kenyon from
e.
as a Gund
Writer-in-Residenc-

7

the director of the
University creative writing
will conduct several poetry
program,
readings and lectures along with a special poetry group workshop on Tuesday,
currently

Kinnell,
New

York

Feb.

26.
1983,

In

Kinnell was awarded

a

Pulitzer

Prize for his book Selected

Poems,

eighth volume of poetry he
native of ProvidKinnell has
many other literary honors, in
the

had published. A
ence, Rhode Island,
has

eived

rec-

cluding the Brandeis University Creative Arts Award in 1969, the Award of
Merit Medal for Poetry in 1975 and a
MacArthur Fellowship in 1984. He has
taught in France, Australia and even
Iran, after receiving degrees from
Princeton and the University of Rochester.
At separate gatherings, Kinnell will
read the works of Dickenson, Whitman,
James Wright and others. His first
highly acclaimed poem was the
work entitled, "The Avenue Bearing the
Initial of Christ Into the New World."
Kinnell has written about urban life, religion and politics.
14-pa-
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Shakespeare Conference comes to Kenyon
By

The

Michael Pierce

Shakespeare Confere"Text, Performance, Con-W- :
Shakespeare as Live Theater" will
acc"Mat Kenyon from February
ording to Conference
Ellen
1985 Ohio

nce, entitled
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Co-Cha-
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Mankoff.
"The

Conference

will provide an oppthose enrolled in Shake- classes to hear various scholars and
iheater artists
share their experiences in
ortunity for

to have

Inn
By
Those

restaurant
double
a single and a double, respectively
the prices of the rooms at the Alumni

Rick Kleinfeldt

involved in the opening of the

Kenyon

Inn met last week to finalize
mjnyofthe plans for the new Inn, which
ls

"earing

its

completion date of March

4-

Features of the Kenyon Inn related
o the
physical make-u- p
of the hotel were
-

titled upon.
The

guests' rooms, according to
Alumni House manager Joyce
will be furnished and decorated
lna "Williamsburg"
style. Each room

fornier

V

'''U

have a color

television set. Room

probably will not be offered.
Inn will run a restaurant and a

The

Pnvatedining room

on the location. The
rtaurant will
serVe breakfast, lunch,
f1 dinner, and the dining room would
ented out to groups and organiza- lions
1Snneett nf a r.nfnror.o
ontor The
has
signed a contract with The
e.
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Al-CW-

a

restaurant in Mt. Vernon, which

'" 'n efTect
run the
ni toorn,

teaching," said Mankoff.
The Conference will feature 22 speakers, panelists, and presentations not only
by English scholars, but also by
dramatists, critics and even a lawyer
who moonlights as an Elizabethan musician, according to Mankoff.
papers that
Of the over seventy-fiv- e
were submitted in hopes of being presented at the Conference, nine were chosen and a selection of those will be published by the Kenyon Review.

restaurant and

din- -

offering many of the same
Elects10ns
from the home restaurant.
The
Pnces remain at $45 and $49 for

House last year. Klein has asked repeatedly if there would be a special student andor alumni rate, but, she says,
she has always been told no. This may
feed student suspicions that the owners
of the Kenyon Inn have invested in the
Inn for the reason of profit alone.
The Inn will hire students in cleaning
and laundry positions. The restaurant
will also be hiring, but the Alcove management will handle the employee selection. For students interested in such employment, contacting The Alcove would
be necessary, not the staff of the Inn.
The managerial position as of yet remains unfilled. Klein said that she did
not know when they will have picked a
manager, but she did say that she
thought that it would be somebody from
outside the Gambier area.
Klein is taking reservations for rooms
now. There are no limitations on the use
of the Inn by students besides the prices.
The Inn will remain open through the
summer months.

book-lengt-

see
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page 6

Since the College was officially in
session through the end of exams before
winter break, Roob argues that his grievance should have been addressed at that
time. December 19 is the fifteenth day,
according to the complaintant, after the
formal grievance was initially filed with
the APEO's office.
In addition, Roob states that he had
a discussion with President Jordan before winter break in which the President
hinted that the grievance would not
to flow through the proper
channels. He siad that the President
"questioned the seriousness of the complaint" and that Jordan said he "didn't
see the Grievance Committee as the
proper body to be dealing with this
issue." Roob said that he then asked Jordan what type of body he did see handling the complaint and that the reply was
simply, "I don't see any body handling
the issue."
President Jordan denies any such
statements, noting, "that simply is not
true." According to Jordan, the discus
be-allow-

ed

n,

sion with Roob was informal and no
such statemetns about the adjudication
of the complaint were made. What Jordan did emphasize, is that "nobody's
going to be denied the appropriate processes of the institution."
Jordan stated that the review of the
grievance is under way right now and
the APEO will make recommednations
as soon as she concludes her review of
the case. "It's not a delaying tactic,
we're getting the process under way,"
Jordan commented.
Donna Scott, the APEO, explained
that the hold-u- p was due to her extended
abscence during the month of December. Scott was out on maternity
leave for a period of time and also had
to leave Gambier for some time as a
result of family matters. Scott also
the President's remark that
the process is now under way and that
she plans to meet with Roob within the
next few days to discuss the complaint
and the various ways of proceeding.
Scott pointed out that, even though
her office received the complaint in December, the wording in in the Student
Handbook is such that the APEO him
herself must receive the grievance.
Since she was gone for the extended
period of time, Scott was unable to review the complaint until a few days ago.
re-emphas-

see
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Debate set on Central America
By James Rossman

Far from being an exclusively Ohio
event participants will come from as far
away as Utah and Canada. According
to Mankoff, the highlights of the conference will be the Keynote Address:
"Shakespeare Closing" by Bernard
the Chair of the Department
of English and Comparative Literature
at Columbia University, the Featured
Night's
Address: '"A Midsummer
Dream': the Enactment of Metaphore"
by Barry Weller of the University of
Utah, and the Kenyon College Drama
Department's production of "The Taming
of the Shrew."
Besides teaching at Columbia, Becker-ma- n
has written several books, including
Shakespeare at the Globe, and articles,
directed over 50 plays of which fifteen
were Shakespearean, directed programs
in association with the Folger Shakespeare Library, and served as the President of Shakespeare Association of
America.
Barry Weller taught at Yale and Johns
Hopkins before moving west to the University of Utah. Weller has written on
a variety of topics ranging from Montaigne to Shakespeare and is currently
h
manuscript enworking on a
titled Identity and Representation in
Shakespeare.
Included in the conference will be the
Drama Department's production of the
Taming of the Shrew. The play is being
directed by Professor Thomas Turgeon
who will also make a presentation at the
conference entitled "Building a Play:
anaKespeare and the Working Theater
Artist." After the play on Friday night
participants in the conference will meet
with the cast of the play.
Bec-kerma-

Committee shall schedule an informal
hearing date as promptly as possible but
not later than fifteen (15) days after the
fromal complaint was received by the
APEO (Assistant to the President for
Equal Opportunity) if the College is then
in session."

The Student Lectureships Committee
will present its first event of the spring
semester on Wednesday, January 30, in
Rosse Hall. There will be a debate on
Nicaragua and Central America between
Humberto Belli and Dessima Williams.
The topic wilt, be "Sandinista Rule in
Central America." The debate itself is
expected to last for one hour and 20
minutes. After questions from the audience are taken, a reception will follow
in Peirce Lounge.
Belli, a sociologist ana mwyei, win
be criticizing the Marxist Sandinista regime which gained power in Nicaragua
in 1979. He was a Marxist and collaborated with the Sandinistas during the revolution when they seized control of the
country. However, he became disillusioned with the regime when he was
the editorial page editor from 1979 to
1982 of La Prensa, Nicaragua's only independent newspaper.
In April 1982 Mr. Belli left Nicaragua
and founded The Puebla Institute in the
United States. This organization commits itself to informing "Christians"
about the situation of the church in
Nicaragua and the nature of liberation
theology, a radical Christian theology
which mixes revolutionary political action, Marxism, and Christianity. Recently Mr. Belli has published a lengthy
report, Nicaragua: Christians Under
Fire, which "examines the Sandinsitas'
fundamental commitments, their human
rights record, and their escalating struggle with the Christian churches." On
Thursday, he will lecture again during
Common Hour: "Liberation Theology in
Central America." The event will be
held in the Biology Auditorium. Copies
oi nis report mentioned above will be
sold at both the debate and the lecture.
Ms. Williams will be arguing in support of the Sandinista regime and she
will be critical of U.S. foreign policy
oward Nicaragua and in Central

America. A native of Grenada, she was
the Grenadian Ambassador to the Organization of American States from
1979 to 1983 for the Marxist regime of
Maurice Bishop. She was also concurrently Grenada's General Assembly delegate to the United Nations and their
Deputy Governor to the United Bank
and International Monetary Fund. After
the overthrow of the Bishop government, and the subsequent "invasion" by
the United States, she founded the Grenada Foundation in the United States.
This institution is "dedicated to the
sovereignty of Grenada and providing
humanitarian and material support to the
Grenadian people."
Ms. Williams currently attends American University where she is a Ph. D canRelations.
in
International
didate
Speeches and papers that she has contributed to scholarly and professional conferences include, "Caribbean Basin adn
Crisis Reaction and Responses: The Impact of the Grenada Invasion" (August
1984).
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No
malevolence
involved

OF STAFF....

JC-Hie-F

Since his discrimination complaint might end up significantly affecting several parts of Kenyon, it is important for senior Matt Roob to
understand that his efforts to make headway are not being stonewalled
but for good
by the Administration. Due process had been delayed
reasons. Faulty lines of communication have led Roob to believe two
things that are not true: First, that President Philip Jordan is not taking
his grievance seriously, and secondly that the Assistant to the President
for Equal Opportunilty (APEO) chose to ignore Roob's charges by
refusing to review them within 15 days.

December 19 was 15 days (when the College was in session) after
Roob had filed his sexual discrimination charges. In accordance with
policy set forth in the Student Handbook, Roob expected the APEO to
have reviewed his charges and scheduled an informal hearing to make
a further investigation. When this date was not set after 15 days, Roob
interpreted it as the Administration's plain refusal to act. This, he said,
constituted a breach of contract put forth by the Handbook. To strike
back, Roob contemplated filing a breach of contract lawsuit against
Kenyon on behalf of the student body.
But there were simple facts he was not aware of. Donna Scott, the
APEO had been on maternity leave and never had the grievance in
her possession to review. After she received the complaint, then she
had 15 days to act. The clock did not start running until after Scott
returned to work. Scott saw Roob's charges recently for the first time
and told the Collegian that she plans to meet with him in the very
near future. What Roob was dealing with was an innocent delay,

24,
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The Kemon Collegian encourages letters to the editor. All submissions must be signed and
double spaced. The Editor reserves the right to edit all material w hile maintaining the original
of the submission.

typed,
intent

there was no malevolence involved.

Freedom offered by Bookstore outweighs inconvenience

President Jordan asserts the need to recognize that there are no
deliberate tactics in motion to delay or ignore Roob's grievance.
Real progress should be beginning soon and everyone involved would
like to see the process running smoothly. Roob feels as if he is
being discriminated against, but the circumstances say airterent.

The
Kenyon

Established
1856

Collegian
Editor-in-Chi-

W
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Managing Editor

Jurisdiction covers

off-camp- us

events

residence during
even if
are responsible, as members of
the College, to maintain its standards
even when physically off campus. We
hope that this may allay any existing or
latent confusion on the point.
term-tim-

e,

off-campu-

Sincerely,
Fred Baumann, Chair
Social Infractions Division

An open

Melinda Roberts
Ne ws Editor

Perspecti ve Editor

Michael Pierce

Brian Kearney

invitation

Features Editors

To the Editor:

Sara Overton, Laura Vastine

Through the last two and a half years,
many a Kenyon student has found his
or her way to our door. Without any
exception we enjoyed every one of those
visits. They all left us with a standing
invitation to come back.

Sports Editor

Nick Ksenich
Layout Editors

Lisa Bailey, Bill Porter, Emily Reidenbach
Cartoonist

Photography Coordinator

Fred Zinn

Sarah Corvene

Circulation Manager

Business Manager

Ted Windt

Jay Cobau

This invitation is one we would like
to extend to all members of the Kenyon
community, students, alumni or staff
members. Therefore, we would like to
ask you to publish our name and address
for those Kenyonites planning to travel
through Europe and who are in need of
advice and or help in touristic, medical
or financial matters.

Jennifer Ash, Michael Cannizzaro,
David Fisher, Brian Kearney, Bob VVarburton
published every Thursday while ihe College

Writers are
in demand

s,

as such. However, the freedoms

still o:

fered us, I feel, outweigh the income:
ience of these measures. What oh:
bookstore, for instance, allows snider-tsit down, read any magazine or tun
from cover to cover, with absolutely i:
intention of purchasing it? I will gls.
"Drop 'em Here", and consequently ti
no offense at "being treated as a potent;
criminal" as long as the bookstore
to function as it does now.
We should be thankful that we c
not forced to walk through a turnstile r
metal detector as we enter and leave i
store, as many college students
Perhaps Mr. Finefrock has been force;
to take some steps toward stricter
in the bookstore, which mr
imply a certain degree of mistrust, be
this is only because we have not behaie:
in a trustworthy fashion.

is

in session, except during examination and vacation periods. The views
expressed in the paper do not necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon
College. Advertising is handled by the Kenyon Advertising Bureau
student-ru- n
(KAB), a non-prof- it
organization. Yearly subscriptions are

$20.00; checks should be made payable to The Kenyon Collegian. Our
mailing address is Kenyon Collegian, Student Affairs Center, Kenyon
College, Gambier, Ohio 43022.

Sincerely,
Adolf M. ter Haar MD.
29 Dicpenbrocklaan
68 15 AH Arnhcm
The Netherlands
phone:
085-45183-

3

es

coc-tinu-

are

y

ss-urit-

Sincerely,
Carolyn Caner

A

graduation
present
To the Editor:
This letter is my "graduation present
to my friends and acquaintances in i
Senior Class.
Prominently displayed on the
of the Career Development Center
is a book entitled Jobs For En0
Majors and Other Smart People- " 6
written by John L. Munschauer who
director of the C.D.C. at Cornell
t
highly recommend this book to you.
is very readable and realistic. It isl
"gW-wall-

"

-

i

I

-

NEWS

-

SPORTS

-

FEATURES

-

PERSPECTIVE

loate-wit-

Editorial Board

is

Mr. Finefrock should have considered
providing more space for coats and
books and allowing for more area between checkout lines. Nonetheless, I
personally do not feel terribly incoven-ience- d
especially as I, like most students,
must only contend with buying books
two or three times a year.
Our "new" bookstore, in my opinion,
reflects a strengthening of a small town
atmosphere of trust and honesty that the
editorial sees deteriorating. Unfortunately, the community proved to be irresponsible with this trust. Shoplifting
became a problem, and most unfortunately, security became necessary to
curb this problem. Because each one of
us proved to be a "potential criminal"
we forced the manaeement to treat us

To the Editor:
The members of the Social Infractions
Division of the Judicial Board have
asked me to remind the Kenyon community that the College's jurisdiction is not
limited solely to events that occur on
campus. Thus the conduct paragraph of
the Student Handbook refers specifically
to expectations of proper conduct on and
off campus. Kenyon students, while in

Bob VVarburton

The Kenyon Collegian

To the Editor:
I would like to respond to last week's
editorial regarding the atmosphere of the
Kenyon College Bookstore.
The recent implementation of security
measures downstairs is, in my opinion,
a response to rising thefts in the
bookstore. Mr. Finefrock, in an obvious
attempt to deter any further shoplifting,
unfortunately made it inconvenient for
students as we were asked to take off
our coats and leave our bags before buying our books. However, it should be
remembered that Mr. Finefrock is in actuality enforcing these rules for our benefit. After all, the fewer books stolen,
the lower overall prices in the bookstore.
I'll agree that the organization of the
basement was not the best, and perhaps

o

Roob also came out as unhappy with the way President Jordan
legedly wants to deal with his grievance, which is directed against the
Provost, the library, the Administration and the physical education department. According to Roob, Jordan is deliberately stalling any action
on his grievance. He also fears that the College will not pursue the
issue through proper channels. Jordan said that Roob will definitely not
be denied due process and that he does not question the seriousness of
the issues raised by Roob. He stressed the importance of getting the
appropriate process started now that the APEO had seen and reviewed
Roob's charges.
al-

encouraging. The last chapter is
Arc
case histories of Liberal
mark
graduates who entered the job
and found satisfactory employment.
This book is published by Peters
Guides, Princeton, New Jersey. HS3'
vailable through the Bookstore. Item1
special ordered if it is not in stockTo paraphrase the words of John Sw
h
ling of Snelling & Snelling: "If they
you, they will hire you; even
someone who is more qualifiedhave ability and trained intelligence
Don't be afraid to use your "contacts
-

Join the staff of the Kenyon Collegian as a writer. No experience
necessary and assignments are available every week. If interested, contact Bob Warburton (2608) or come
up to the Collegian office.

-

Sincerely,
Jim Olin
P.S. Use your C.D.C.

h
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alums lead interesting lives

Not-so-famo- us

Clarence Coles Phillips. Although
not a graduate, Phillips attended Kenyon
for at least part of the 1901-- 2 school

Roberts

By Melinda

year. Phillips was a
artist
whose short career spanned the years
from 1907-2He was a very popular
illustrator and was a master of
"
the
art style. His work can
be seen in a few Kenyon publications,
such as the 1901 and 1904 editions of
the Reveille and the 1908 Sonzbook. In
well-know-

do you go to school?"
Kenyon College."
Where's that?"
Gambier, Ohio."
I've never heard of it."
it's out in the middle of Ohio. Even
I'm
vou haven't heard of Kenyon,
So, where

--
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art-de-

Hayes,

5

vtn-inow- n

Jonathon Winters
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"fade-away-

ncaiu ui .tuniL .ti nit
people who went there. Paul
man, E L. Doctorow, Rutherford
you ve

n
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M

."
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many times have you had a conization like this? Even if you haven't
How

these famous Kenyon
you've
to your acquaintances,
arely heard about them, and more than
sce. But Kenyon has produced some
graduates, people who
accomplished their goals and
luve
they
Jreams and used the knowledge
yined while at Kenyon to further the
entific as well as the artistic advances
the world today. The next time you
Jecide to drop a few famous Kenyon
sines, throw in some of the following.
They may not be quite so well known,
hi they're just as interesting.
David
Rockwell.
Alphonso
Rockwell, who graduated from Kenyon
a 1S63, was the inventor of the electric
iiir. After leaving Keny on, he attended
Bellevue Hospital Medical School and
ecame a surgeon, one of the youngest
serve in the Civil War. he was also
one of America's leading authorities on
thus his invention.
Ironically,
he was opposed to capital
punishment. He died on April 12, 1933
the age of 92.
pYen about

stu-in-

cr vv

44.
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Kenyon
By Rick

of Coles

Phillips

his book
American Girl", author
Michael Schau writes that Phillips
"created the ideal image of American
womanhood during the Golden Age of
Illustration." His "Phillips Girls" graced
the covers of hundreds of magazines,
including Ladies' Home Journal, Collier's and the Saturday Evening Post.
and were used extensively in advertisements as well as illustrations for romance novels. Thomas Greenslade, the
College Archivist, commented that it is
unsubstantially rumoured that Coles was
"--

4

In a short military biography of
Mitchell, John Monsarrat writes that the
promotions were truly astounding "considering that each was earned in the
field, commanding troops, and often
in the face of the enemy." Mitchell battled at Chickamanga, Chattanooga,
Rome, Kenewaw Mountain, the
siege of Atlanta, Jonesboro, the pursuit
of Nathan Forest, Nashville, Averys-bor- o
and Bentonville. He resigned from
the Union Army on July 4, 1865 at the
age of 26. He was also well know n and
remembered for distinguishing himself
both on and off the battlefield and had
many friends at Kenyon and in the army.
He died on November 7, 1884.
Re-sac-

a,

Media Board serves variety of roles

Kleinfeldt

controversy and confusion surround the purpose and the pow er of the
Media Board. Some have called it a
"censor board," others have cheered its
smements. But both groups of people
probably have misconceptions about the
real purpose
of the Board.
As defined by the Student Government Constitution of Kenyon College,
the Media
Board may do one of two
things. It may advise, or it may take
action. Taking action may mean making
policy in relation to the College's media
organizations.
Most of the Media
Board's activity this year and in recent
Much

r

Artwork

-

kicked out of Kenyon during his
freshman year after he was found in bed
with one of the young ladies from the
Harcourt Place Seminary for Girls and
Young Ladies.
John G. Mitchell. After graduating
from Kenyon in 1859, Mitchell joined
the Union Army in the Civil War. His
meteoric rise through the ranks from a
private to a major general is virtually
unparalled. Enlisting in the First Battalion of Ohio Reserves as a private in June
of 1861, his amazing record of promotions began almost immediately. Within
a month he was a commissioned first
lieutamtnt and by year's end became a
commissioned captain. A year later in
December, 1862, he held the rank of
lieutanant colonel, and in May he became a colonel. He remained a commissioned colonel until January 12, 1865
w hen he was promoted to brigadier general. Three months later he received his
last promotion to breveted major general.

years has been in an advisory role. This
advice may be critical of behavior of an
organization, such as in the case of the
Gambier Journal.
In this instance, says Assistant Dean
of Students Kathryn Adkins, many
people were complaining about the
editorial style" of the Journal. The Journal was asked by the Board to discontinue its use of the editorial reply, according to the student chairof the Board,
Dudgeon also
Stephanie Dudgeon.
stresses however, that this was no more
than advice given to the Journal, that it
did not in fact have to follow. It chose
not to heed the advice of the Board.
Peter McFadden, editor of the Gam- -

The Kenyon Scene
12885
Though he is new to Kenyon this year, visiting English
professor Walter Waring has nonetheless taken an active
part in "life on the hill". And on Monday, January 28, at
8:00 p.m. in the Biology Auditorium, Waring will deliver
a lecture, "The Place of Literature in the Human
Eco-Sys-tem-

".

Waring retired from teaching last year, having spent over
30 years at Kalamazoo College in Michigan as a professor
of English, Art, and Humanities. It was only days before
the beginning of this academic year that Waring recieved
an unexpected phone call from Kenyon asking if he might
be interested in filling a short-tervacancy in the English
Department. And so it is quite by surprise and almost by
accident that he finds himself at Kenyon this year.
As an undergraduate at Kansas Wesleyan University Waring majored in chemistry, and then added majors in
philosophy, literature, and history. He continued his education with graduate (University of Colorado) and doctoral
(Cornell University) studies, and then
studies
m

post-doctor- al

Cornell, Harvard, Princeton, Chicago, and Michigan Universities.
During his stay at Kalamazoo, Waring was awarded a
quarter million dollar N.E.H. grant to develop a progaram
in the humanities which combined the studies of history,
science, literature, philosophy, and the arts, much like Kenyon I.P.H.S. program. He was also awarded a Time-Lif- e
Grant to prepare television
The Hero in Letters
(1966), and
ft
in Literature (1967).
This summer he prepared another television series called
Shakespeare and the Renaissance. Waring is also an accomplished painter who has sold many of his oils and water-colorHe was recently invited to Paris to show some of
his watercolors, though he ws unable to attend because of
his commitments at Kenyon.
at

mini-serie-

s:

Wit-Cra-

s.

bier Journal, feels that the statement indicated that the Board was trying to tell
the Journal "how to run its business,"
but that no animosity now exists between the Board and the Journal. He
stresses that the Board raises concerns
and does not practice any sort of censorship, a charge which appeared in past
issues of the Journal.
The advisory function of the Media
Board also has a positive, constructive
g
side to it. Adkins, who is a
member of the Board, is very supportive
of this aspect. She says that there is "a
lot of potential for getting feedback"
from the Board for the officers of the
various media organizations. WKCO
used this option last year when it wanted
to increase its power output. Adkins
would like to see more of this happening, and for the Media Board to become
an educational source for the media organizations.
If a media organization gives sufficient cause the Media Board may take
action. This could involve removing an
editor or officer from the organization.
The Board may also suspend the operation of the organization, or recommend
a course of action to the Student Council. This last measure means the stripping of funds. Dudgeon says that the
Board would like to refrain from this
alternative, as it would set a "bad precedent." None of these actions have been
made in the three years that Adkins has
been on the Board. She says that the
Media Board has "never taken serious
action" against any of the media organizations.
Even though the Gambier Journal has
no plans as of yet to follow the advice
of the Board, both Adkins and Dudgeon
say that no action against the publication
has been discussed by the Media Board.
The Media Board is also responsible
for choosing the officers of the media
organizations. Adkins calls this the
"most obvious responsibility" of the
Media Board. It picks the officers of all
the media organizations, except for the
Gambier Journal and WKCO, both of
which have their own constitutions, allowing them to pick their own editors.
In the other organizations, the recom- non-votin-

see
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Though we've all heard the expression many times, most of us have
absolutely no idea just how deeply imbedded in our society the philosophy
encompassed by those few words really is. We all live it, practice it, and
even pass it on to other people, yet we have no clue as to what we're exactly
talking about, or how such a methodology of thought came into existence.
With this thought in mind, let us examine the history and true meaning
of those infamous words, "Life's a bitch, and then you die." How many of
us can deny the true significance of this locution in our everyday lives?
Come on, now. Not many I'd bet. Oh sure, there are always the liberals
that would deny this truth in favor of some Utopian dream of 'equality' and
So we're left with
'liberty.' But we all know that those two cannot
our original premise about life.
Now that we've settled that issue, let us reconnoiter the history of this
co-exi-

st.

ontology in hopes of discovering its roots into American sociological structure
of the 20th century. Normally this process could be called political science,
but since we want to get at the facts, we must use the historical approach.
And besides, we all know that political science is only contemporary history
taught badly.
The philosophy of which we are at present acquainted first began to appear
on the Western scene about the time of Job in the Old Testament. As we
all know, Job had a rough time in life. He lost his home, his family, his
job at the factory because he crossed picket lines, and he even had his
American Express Card membership cancelled. He accepted his dispensation,
however, because of his faith. The words that kept him going were those
of an unknown voice from above (which was later determined to be the
loudspeaker at the nearby high school football game) which told him, "Yeah,
be it known across the land, from Cleveland to Gambier, that life surely is
not a pleasant task, and that all will surely die." We must remember that
people weren't allowed to say nasty things back then, thus the amiable
language.
and other such items, next shows
Classical Greece, creator of Play-D- o
traces of our line of thought. In Aristotle's Nichomachean Ethics the Philosopher
makes very clear the distinction between Virtue and Stupity. Aristotle, unlike
Socrates, knew when to quit. He knew when to say, in his words, "Right,
being the thing at which all things attempt to aline themselves, the only
right to which man has a natural propensity is that of the eternal and everlasting Prime Mover, which has been known on occassion to not deny that
life tends to the fact of it being a bitch, followed by a period of substantial
of the human capacity." He always was a little wordy.
This mode of thought came into full expression in Roman times. The Stoics,
most notable of whom is Marcus Aurelius, brought this idea to the common
people. In Meditations Marcus openly asserts that "Livius etu bitchea, et
vous ensuite mortea. " Marcus too, like Job, had his fair share of problems.
Elected Emperor by the Senate while he was in the bathroom suffering from
a bad case of gassid indegestion, Marcus had to fight all sorts of wars and
eat grapes fed to him by beautiful blonde waitresses in string bikinis. Needless
to say, Marcus had a rough time handling all this, since he was a married
man, and his father-in-lahappened to play defensive end for the Carthage
Cougars of the Roman Emperium Football League (REFL).
The Middle Ages (named so because they are in the middle of the argument
between the Catholics and the Protestants) produced many treatises that
would normally concern us in our inquiry. But since we all know that nothing
really happened from 476 to 1300, we needn't concern ourselves with that
time span. Unless of course some of us are taking Medieval History, in
which case our philosophy holds true again.
Any Hobbesians out there? Well, of course we couldn't properly consider
this topic without spending at least a breath on Hobbes. Let's hear it for
totalitarianism! Give all the power to one man and let him run wild. Hobbes
must not have forseen Stalin, Hitler, Mussolini, or Reagan in the future. In
any case, the line most associated with Hobbes is, of course, that life is
"solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short." But what many scholars have
overlooked is the small footnote left by Hobbes: "Not only is it short, but
it's a bitch, too!" So much for Hobbes.
And we can't forget to include Shakespeare for all of the English majors.
So, here he is.
Now, the industrial revolution really brought the truth into the limelight
of society. It was Thomas Robert Malthus who first mentioned the fact that
population will always increase faster than food supply, thus causing life to
be a bitch for a number of people. Darwin took this a little further and before
you knew it, all sorts of people were seeing the truth of the matter. But food
supply and men coming from apes is not really the meat of what we're
discussing. The thought of coming from apes, however, would tend to upset
a few people.
not his cousin Groucho, first saw the alienation of
Marx, Karl that is
man from society, his family, his friends, himself, his job, the
Club, Columbia Record House, and the Ohio Lotto. Seems awfully
Friedrich Engels, owned a
strange that his
factory. Hhmmmmm. Makes you wonder, eh? Anyway, Marx saw that life
was certainly not very pleasant, but he had the nerve to try to change the
system. Can you imagine that!?
Last of the historical figures and concepts in our study is Sartre, leader
of the Existentialist crowd. Actually, Sartre is too weird to understand, so
we'll try Camus. But then again, he's not your typical Existentialist. Well,
how about if we skip them for now?
At last we come to the most recent and perhaps the finest expression of
our philosophy. A new 'ism' has arisen. Unknown to the majority of civilization, it will eventually lead us to the path of eternal procrastination.
(Remember, dor.'t put off 'til tomorrow what you can put off 'til the day
after.) This new group of intellectuals are known simply as the cult of
Robert C.
Blaney III was first among modern philosophers to state what we all know
in the words we now know it in: Life's a bitch, and then you die.
non-existen-
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Returning alums join the Kenyon faculty
By Julie Fraticelli
"Just what exactly does one do after
receiving a degree from a liberal arts
institution?" This is a question Kenyon
students are often asked by those who
attend business schools or
d
universities designed to teach
students about a specific field or occupation. After browsing through some of
the material in the Career Development
career-oriente-

Center, it seems that Kenyon students
are not confined to a specific occupation
upon graduation but, on the contrary,
are able to pursue any profession they
want with a liberal arts degree, whether
it be in medicine or law, music or art,
science or literature.
While some graduates further their
education before starting their careers,
others venture into big cities after graduation to find a job. Some even go to

other countries to establish their careers,
and still others find their way back to
Gambier. Professor Mary
recently appointed to the religion department, and professor Steve Wirls, the
newest member of the political science
department, both are graduates of Kenyon.
After starting her undergraudate education as a member of the
g
Professor
College,
graduated from Kenyon in 1974 after
completing the requirements for a classicsreligion synoptic major. Although
g
had not planned on a classicsreligion major before coming to Kenyon, her interest in the Greek and Hebrew languages influenced her choice
and, consequently, prompted her to continue her studies in these areas. After
studying at the University of Cologne's
g
Institute for Jewish Studies,
attended Hebrew Union College-Jewis- h
Institute of Religion in Cincinnati, where she got her Ph.D. in 1983.
Since she only recently completed her
thesis, entitled Heavenly Journeys - A
Study of the Motifin Hellenistic Jewish
g
states that "I am
Literature,
not quite interested in doing a book (or
other long term projects) right now" but
would "rather throw myself into teaching
.
that's what I like best."
g
observes that
Although
the number of students has increased
somewhat since she was a student at
Kenyon, she is glad that the classes, as
well as the community, are small enough
for her to get to know the students.
While grading papers and taking care of
her two sons, Jacob and Nathaniel, keep
Dean-Ottin-
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Whatever Happened
Directed by Robert Aldrich. Starring Bette Davis and Joan Crawford. 1962,
132 minutes. (Wednesday film)
In a world of mad slasher horror movies and the ketchup
we've come to expect, Whatever Happened to Baby Jane? stands out as a
welcome relief as a movie which relies on sibling spite and hatred to provide
its scares.
Bette Davis and Joan Crawford play two sisters who are showbusiness
Davis is the epitome of the spiteful bitch, having been eclipsed
in her vaudeville fame by Crawford, who was a movie actress. Crawford is
now crippled and the recipient of Davis' spicy malevolence; however, Crawford's no sweetheart either.
Although this film is not a masterpiece
the grotesqueries reach meloit still remains one of the best exercises in straight,
dramatic proportions
T. Soule
unadulterated horror.
blood-and-gu- ts

has-been-

s.

Pather Panchali
Directed by Satyajit Ray. Starring Subir Banerji ano Uma Das Gupta. 1955,
12 minutes.
Panther Panchali, the first of the Apu trilogy, and a film adaptation of
the Bibhuti Bannerjee novel, was paramount in the West's "discovery" of
Indian cinema, receiving a special prize at the Cannes Film Festival of 1956.
Soon after the 1958 showing of Panther Panchali, New York Times critic
Bosley Crowther wrote "In little scenes and graphic implications, he (Ray)
loosely assembles this humble, human tale of a mother harassed by a shiftless
husband (who is cheerful and
by mischievous but wondrous
children and by an aging aunt whose demands upon the meager family larder
are secretly encouraged by the little girl." Ray's films portray life as sometimes painful, yet show that it has a "clear, sweet, and compelling song."
C. W. Siders
1

well-meanin-

Carolyn Donnelly

A small group of Kenyon students and
faculty will participate in a five month
program in Honduras, centered around
an archeological project. The group will
and reluming
be leaving
in July. The project is an extension of
one which began in the summer of 1983
and continued in the summer of 1984.
The site of the project is in West Central
Honduras around a town called Santa
Barbara. Directors of the program are
mid-Februa-

to Baby Jane?
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The African Queen
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Happenings
Fencing fans . . . There will be fencing
in
on Wednesday evenings from
Gund Dorm.
Body and soul . . .The Craft's Center
sponser's yoga every Monday at 5.
A
special
Wyoming
wonders
exhibition is showing in the Colbum
Gallery entitled "At Home on the
Range" featuring artists John Giarrizzo
and E. Denney Neville. Gallery hours
are from 8:30 a.m. 8:30 p.m. Monday-Frida- y
0
and
p.m. Saturday and
Sunday.
Waring speaks . . . Visiting professor
Walter Waring will deliver a lecture entitled "Metaphors of Control - Ceremonies of Freedom" 128.
A lecturedeNicaragua's future
bate entitled "The Future of Sandinista
Rule in Nicaragua and U.S. Policy" between Humberto Bell, the former editoa
rial page editor for La Presca and
Williams former Grenadian Ambassador to OCS 130 in Rosse at 8.
A
Women's
Violent
realities
Open Dialogue on "Domestic Violence
Directed towards Women" 127 in the
Women's Center at 3.
7-8:-

30

as.
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Professor Schortman and Pat Urban of
the anthropology department, and Wendy
Ashmore of Rutgers University. Other
recent Kenyon graduates, as well as
two Kenyon undergraduates will be participating in the project this semester.
The group's purpose is to discover
the effect the Maya culture had upon
smaller infringing cultures or communities, as well as getting insight into
how people lived and the changes in
lifestyle brought about by the Maya culture. While most organizations take undergraduates as free labor, this program
does not allow undergraduates or anyon
to perform physical labor for several
reasons. The first reason is that the local
people have need of the money earned
through physical labor. Secondly, it is

HONDURAS

shape, texture, and color are the focus
By the end of the collection cows intfe
feedlot consist of shapes and plane,
of color. The viewer notices the interaction of the elements and the contrast
the organic shapes in the cows and
rigid feedlot fencing which divide
The painting that Giarrizzo r
presently working on is larger and
more vibrant colors. The series isascw
example of working with the technic!
parts of a painting as well as the subject.
When facing a room of cows ore
tends
to ask, "Why?" Giarrizzo's
reason involves his move out w est wh:;:
resulted in an enlightened viewofco
In Wyoming, he says, cows are thou;;:
of just as beef. He felt it was imports
to show that they are alive and hat;
some personality. In his series he is successful in making his cows characters
As the series continues the cows appear
to lose their modesty and push to be
the picture.
Giarrizzo graduated from Kenyon
a studio art major, and after working it
Cleveland he was accepted at gradua
school in Colorado. The school was
what he expected, but he worked lit
way through, graduated, and got a jot
in Wyoming, a region he admired.
a lecture last Tuesday, he talks
about his career to date. He stressed ik
one should believe in one's self arc
should always keep trying for one
goals. It is good advice for any college
graduate., and advice he followed through
the hard times. Now he is happy wher;
he teaches and is highly acclaimed
his students.
E. Denney NeVille, Giarrizzo's colleague, has lived most of his life in
west. He graduated from the Art Center
of Design in Los Angeles, and hi
worked doing military illustrations,
political cartoons, freelance work
other art related jobs. He now support'
himself through his art as well as helping
Giarrizzo at North West Communit)
College. His work on the second floor
of the gallery is not representative of it
majority of his work. The works in
Colbum show are of a more surrealist
vein, whereas his other works deal more
with traditional images of the westsirf
as indians and rural landscapes.
The combined show is a success
drew many students, friends and ne
and old teachers to the gallery for
opening. Giarrizzo has been in Beile)
all week talking to students and gi"".;
advice when asked. Though he hasW
the show will run through January-- 7
the

Range," featuring Kenyon graduate,
John Giarrizzo and his colleague from
Wyoming, E. Denney NeVille. This
show will run until January 27.
Upon entering Colburn, one is face
to face with many cows peering through
the feedlot fence. These cow portraits
are Giarrizzo's working series of oil
paintings. In circling the gallery one can
see in each painting how different elements are dealt with in different manners. First the paintings emphasize the
cows in a feedlot. As one
subject
views the works it becomes evident that
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Directed by John Huston. Starring Katharine Hepburn and Humphrey Bogart.
1951, 103 minutes. Second in Hepburn series.
The African Queen is an adventure that takes place on an uncharted African
river around the start of WW I. Hepburn plays Rose Sayer, a strong-willemissionary, while Bogart plays Charlie Allnut, the
captain of the African Queen. The action starts when a German patrol raids
the mission. Bogart arrives to rescue Rose and finds that her extreme patriotism has stirred up interesting plans. Rose convinces Charlie to help with
her plot to sink a German ship.
Although the story is very predictable, the brilliant acting by Hepburn
and Bogart makes the film a favorite to many. Both received Academy
Award nominations and many feel that this is Bogart's most colorful and
excellent portrayal.
Jon Ennis

It is always exciting to witness a successful gallery opening. Last Wednesday night the opening was in the Colburn

in Honduras
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Directed by Peter Weir. Starring Mel Gibson, Sigourney Weaver and Linda
Hunt. 1983, 114 minutes.
Built out of powerful visual images, The Year of Living Dangerously, a
romantic adventure film, is set against the backdrop of the 1965 Indonesian
civil war. The movie follows Australian foreign correspondent Guy Hamilton
(Gibson) who arrives in Jakarta on his first assignment, falls in love with
British embassy attache Jill Bryant (Weaver), a possible secret agent, and
becomes entangled in the web of intrigue surrounding the failing Sukarno
takeover. Central to this plot
regime and the attempted Communist-backe- d
n
is Billy Kwan (Hunt), a
dwarf whose subtle hand and
until one of them
superior wisdom direct the lives of those he loves
betrays him. The film is a beautiful portrayal of the condition of human
must-sein
World,
existence
the
Third
and
definite
a
C.R. Siders

Cows from At Home on the Kange'

I

The Year of Living Dangerously

Professor Schortman

11
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Happeneds
Virginia Woolf born, 1882.
Song "Brother, Can You
Spare A Dime?" becomes a national hit,
1932. Collegian Features editor Laura
Vastine born in Philadelphia, 1963.
129 . . . Liliuokalani, composer of "A
Loha Oe," begins reign in Hawaii, 1891

125
128

. . .
.

. .
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Vane

come in from the cold!!!!
off!,
5
All items in the stoave
stop by for some FREE hot chocolate
while you check out our ARTIC SALE.
25-7-
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Ladies lose to Bulldogs, dispatch Scots
By
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Brett Games

While the majority of Kenyon students were home relaxing in front of the
meals,
TV, eating mom's
the Kenyon women's swim team went
South. Not to get tan- - although they did;
h
they did;
not to eat ice
but to train.
Having arrived back in the cold
North, they are tougher than ever. The
first challenge faced by the Ladies was
a strong University of Georgia team. Although the Bulldogs defeated the Ladies
the meet had positive results for several
of the Kenyon women. The medley relay
team of Beth Welty, Nadine Neil, Renee
Pannebaker, and Karen Agee placed
second. In the 1650 free Lori Davis,
home-cooke-
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Mary Schwendener, and Meg Carey
placed second, third, and fourth respectively, with Davis making the National
cut. Amy Heasley and Teresa Zurick
placed third and fourth in the 200 free
while Patty Abt won the 50 and 100
freestyles. In the 200 fly, Kenyon
women Kelly Miller and Maria Ferazza
placed third and fourth. Second place in
the 200 IM was taken by Elinore Doty
who also placed third in the 200 back
and first in the 200 breast. Other fine
performances were Beth Welty in the
200 back, Laurie Station in the 500 free,
and Wendy McKinnon, Melissa Miller,
and Melissa Henderson in the 200
breast. The 400 free relay team of Patty
Abt, Teresa Zurick, Amy Heasley, and

Barb Misner placed second, beating the
"old folks," seniors Maria Ferazza,
Renee Pannebaker, Karen Agee, and
Mary Schwendener, who took third, and
the team of Meg Carey, Laurie Statton,
Annette Laursen, and Anne Kowalski
who took fourth.
After settling in at Kenyon, the Ladies
traveled to Wooster and defeated a
psyched team of Scotties by a score of
75 to 60. The medley relay team of
Heasley, Welty, Neil, and Abt won
while in the 1000 free Doty, Zurick, and
Ferazza placed second, third, and
fourth. In the 200 free Schwendener and
Carey placed third and fourth. Welty
won the 100 back coming close to National cuts, while Heasley took third. In
one of the best swims of the meet,
Nadine Neil won the 00 breast, making
her cut. The Ladies swept the 200 fly
with Doty, Davis, and Carey taking
first, second, and third. Renee Pannebaker placed second in the 50 free.
Freshman Becky Devries won both diving events, the one meter and the three
meter. In the 100 free Ferazza took second and Welty, Heasley, and Doty
swept the 200 back. Melissa Miller won
the 200 breast, and in the 500 free
Schwendener and Abt placed second and
third. Heasley won the 100 fly and Davis
placed third. In the 400 IM the Ladies
showed their strength as Kelly Miller
won, Neil placed third, and Carey
r,
placed fourth. In the free relay Barb
Zurick, Abt, and Davis placed secbeating the old folds (Ferazza,
ond
Pannebaker, Agee, and Schwendener)
for the second time.
This weekend the Ladies will face a
the annual
tough field as they
Kenyon Invitational. Spectators will see
the difference between a team that eats
Wheaties and teams that eat . . . Shredded Wheat?

Enthusiasm lifts tracksters
i
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Coach lectures his troops

Swimmers return home
By Dave Tavlor and Karl Schmitt
me, oh muse, and thru me tell the story ot that team skilled in
all ways of contending. The Lords, champions for years on end, harried by
workouts over sunny break, were battered down from Georgia's proud
heights, yet returned to plunder and destroy Miami.
Mourn not for ye faller sons of Kenyon, o people, for they fought valiently
against their Division I foes. The brazen Lords swam to the hymns of pride,
though falling valiently to the fruit of Georgia's strong loins,
Jim Born of the great war cry was as a great fish, flukes thrashing in a
2nd place finish in the 50 free with a time of 21.687
seconds. Spinning dizzily from their hieghts to fall upon the water, Bridges
and DiFrancesco whirled like falling Icarus to qualifiy for Nationals in one
meter diving. Also was bronze Difrancesco meritorious from three meters
and thus qualified once again.
Swift footed Hummer strove to escape the clutches of defeat in the 400
medley, but tasted the bitter dregs, though qualifying for Nationals again in
a 4:12.77 second place time. Starek, too, was qualified for the coveted
NCAA bouts again, gaining a 3rd place in the 20 backstroke with a time of
Sing in

69-4-

National-qualifyi-
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By Mary Ellen Kosanke
Last Friday the men's and women's
indoor track teams traveled to Ohio
Wesleyan for the first meet of the season. With only one week of practice
after Christmas break and several team
members injured, the runners showed
they would be competitive in the Conference. No score was kept during the
meet, but Kenyon won several events.
Freshmen Raymond Grill won the shot
put with a put of 42', 2"; sophomore
Joe Child won the mile with a time of
four minutes, 33 seconds; senior Chris
Northrup won the half mile in 2:07; and
freshmen Aileen Hefferren won the
1000.
Coach Peterson stated "Tim
Troiano, Maria Fiore, and Steve Man-ell- a
all ran very well in their events."
The highlight of the meet was the
team spirit and enthusiasm which was
exhibited in several team cheers. Coach
Peterson felt "there was a lot of team
enthusiasm. It's the first time the track
teams have been that enthusiastic and

d
Bulldogs, and were
Lords shrunk before the attack of
forced back into their
vans, retreating north to the shining
gatesofGambierto prepare for war against visiting rival Miami University.
So the Lords and the Redskins, like two lines of reapers, driving in against
one another, whirled and swam like
while Steen, Lord of the
Natatorium, was gladdened to watch the outcome. Verily the sons of Gambier
triumphed again and again, achieving victory in all save the 200 stroke of
back and the 200 fly of butter.
Tho' lacking in surprise and subtlety, the battle engendered many noble
feats. Mulvihill, Born, Hummer, Clark, Starek, and Callinan showed forth
above others in conquering their foes and qualifying to compete at the NCAA
games in March. The battle turned to route, and the relay teams dolled on
to further victories, easily downing the retreating Redskins, as ten laureled
Lords set the scribes to recording a
0
win , in a brave attempt to avoid
the demoralization of downtrodden Miami.
Come down to the proud keep of Ernst this weekend and watch our glorious
sons sweep on to further triumph in the Kenyon Invitational this Friday and

By Darryl Shankle
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Lords
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The

men's basketball team suffered

omore losses

last week, taking Case

Western

down to the wire on Thursday,
""on Saturday traveling to Allegheny,
Jteam who
showed the cagers that they
should have
stayed home.
In

the game

against Case, Kenyon
slowly. The cagers were not
to get the
ball to their big men underneath and had
to settle for a number
of shots
from the outside. The Spartans
'ere able to get many easy shots in the
fty part of the game as poor rebound-ln- S
and costly turnovers on the part of
e Lords
attributed to five easy baskets
forthe Spartans.
1
With about eleven
to play in the first half both teams
kgan to
play very sloppy basketball,
'th many
missed layups and numerous turnovers
on both sides. Despite all
te mistakes
the Lords managed to get
to kad with
9:45 left in the first half,
'8"16. Near
the end of the first half the
Wans took control of the boards as
c Lords
could not get a defensive
The score at the end of the first
a f
as Kenyon
30, Case Western 35.
pemn8 minutes of the second
half"
a
'he Lords
were very patient on of
staned

The Kenyon Ladies basketball team
won two of three games last week as
they ran their record to 5 and 2 in
the conference. The Ladies defeated
8
and Grin-neCase Western-Reserv- e
but lost to
(Iowa) College
Allegheny College
At CWRU, Kenyon jumped to an 4
lead, but allowed Case to close the
7
at the half. The last 20
score to
minutes of play saw the Ladies open a
7
lead, which was quickly whittled
thanks to the Case
away to three
defense. However, Kenyon's defense
and two big free throws by Chris Fahey
in the final minute sealed the victory.
Coach Gretchen Weitbrecht commented, "Our physical conditioning was
an asset in this game. We simplv tried
6--

2--
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68-5-

67-4-
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31-2-

57-4-

(59-56- ),

defeated in two conference clashes

John Welchli

out

mi-"U-

re-un- d.

fense, moving the ball around the
perimeter looking for a good shot. With
13:13 left in th game Kenyon began to
make a run at the Spartans, but after the
Lords made three quick baskets the
Spartans also started to play well and
kept Kenyon from catching up. The
momentum started to turn in favor of the
Lords with 9 minutes left, strongly aided
play which
by an uplifting
gave Mark Speer a great "alley-oop- "
bucket which finally brought the crowd
into the game.
Case began a stall with 3:30 left on
the clock and a six point lead and the
Lords never could make up the final deHigh
ficit. The final score was
scorers for Kenyon were senior Chris
Russell with 27, Mark Speer adding 10,
and Kevin Anderson tossing in 14 for
the Lords. Paul Baier pulled down 8
rebounds, and as a team Kenyon shot
68 from the free throw line and 45
from the field. The Lords had 12 turnovers while the Spartans had 15.
Coach Brown said, "We should have
had the lead at the end of the first half,
from the line. Also, five
we were
of six times they were getting second
shots."
out-of-bou-

nd
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6-1-
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to get the ball up court quickly ahead

high-hearte-

high-power- ed

team oriented. They cheered for each
other which made a difference. It was
a real positive sign."
Captian Marguerite
Bruce commented that she "Was very impressed
with the talent we have on the team.
There was more team spirit than I've
ever seen Kenyon track have. We've
just begun to foster team spirit and that's
just as important as having talent."
Captain Krissann Mueller commented
"We have a really good team. I'm really
excited about the season." Men's captains Joe Coates and Dave Watson both
felt the spirit seen in Friday's meet was
important. Coates remarked "There is a
lot of team spirit and it will help. If we
have good team spirit we'll just be that
much more successful."
Watson felt the spirit was "great. The
team is a lot closer and there is a lot
more enthusiasm than in the past."
This Friday, at 6:30, the Lords will
host Oberlin and Ohio Northern in the
first home meet of the season.

st

Offense hits high gear for Lady cagers

1:59.16.
The

1

In the second game Kenyon was never

really a part of the action as coach Brown
commented, "It was 2 and then it was
over. It was no contest." Allegheny
played a tough zone defense throughout
most of the game and the cagers could
not get any shots from the field. At
in favor
halftime the score was
of Allegheny. The second half was no
better than the first as the final score
Allegheny. Kenyon could
was
not buy a basket in this game, and as a
team they shot 23 from the field. From
the free throw stripe the Lords were not
8
much better shooting just over
of 14. Chris Russell was the only player
for Kenyon in double figures, with 12
points.
One highlight for the Lords was the
rebounding. Kenyon out rebounded Allegheny 38 to 29. Paul Baier once again
led the Lords with eight boards. Coach
Brown said of Allegheny, "They just
physically dominated us. We never really were in it." Kenyon also had twenty
turnovers which greatly contributed to
the loss.
Kenyon plays their next home game
on Thursday night at 7:30 against Mount
Vernon Nazarene.
2--

39-1- 6

71-4-

4,

50,

of their defense and CWRU began to
show signs of fatigue by the second half.
It's the first game that I've seen the
players really work to push the ball on
offense."
Weitbrecht was pleased by the efforts
of Robin Muller, Jill Tibbe, Fahey, and
Tara Griffin. Muller had one of her
finest offensive games this year as she
tallied 14 points. Tibbe led the team in
scoring again as she had 19, while Fahey
and Griffin each grabbed 10 rebounds.
The Ladies captured their first home
victory of the season in defeating Grin-nel- l.
Kenyon began the game very slug6
gishly, however, as they fell behind
at the half. Beginning the second
half, the Ladies picked up their intensity
and concentration as they grabbed a
quick three point lead and never looked
27-2-

back. As a result, Kenyon was able to
play all 12 players.
Weitbrecht stated, "In the second
half, we were able to run the ball upcourt
successfully. We lacked that pace in the
first half." Kenyon's sixth victory is the
most any Ladies' basketball team has
ever had.
Tibbe led the team in scoring with
20, and Laurie Ewers had 10. Betsy
and Kathleen Sheehan had 12 and
rebounds, respectively.
The Ladies did not fare very well
against the nationally ranked Allegheny
Gators. Kenyon fell behind
6
at the
half and were never able to recover.
Tibbe was high scorer with 16 and
Sheehan brought down 12 rebounds.
The Ladies travel to John Carroll University on Tuesday, and return home to
face Denison at 2:00 on Saturday.
Lu-ke-

1

1

41-1-

ID tags available
The Gambier Cooperative Nursery School is taking orders for
small I.D. Tags which can be easily attached to a shoelace, zipper,
backpack, etc. The purpose of this tag is to provide the name and
emergency telephone number for the wearer. Since many cyclists,
joggerswalkers and children rarely carry identification with them,
the I.D. tag is useful in summoning help.
The tags are made of durable colored plastic permanently engraved
with name and emergency telephone number. Students wishing to
4
as their emergency
order tags may use the college telephone
number which will assist in providing a response.
Order forms are available in the vestibule of the Kenyon Bookshop
and the Health Service.
Cost: $2.50 and $2.65.
427-224-

Coming Soon

THE NEW KENYON INN
restaurant
meeting & private dining accomodations
Beautiful Rooms - $45 to $49
100 West Wiggin Street
427-220-
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Discrimination grievance delayed

I
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continued from page one

Stressing that "It's hard to say anything when I haven't even spoken to the
person yet," Scott stated that she and
Roob will explore alternative methods
of proceeding with the complaint that
perhaps Roob was not even aware of yet.
Roob's plans for possibly sueing the
College arose when he spoke to a neighbor over winter break who happened to
be a lawyer. He said that the neighbor
lawyer noted that the area of "breach of
contract" is difficult to define, but that
the complaintant stood a good chance
of winning such a suit.
His immediate desire is to have his
grievance addressed. If it is not, he says
he may sue for reimbursement of four
year's tuition at Kenyon. He also noted
that he would consider making it a class
action suit filed on behalf of all males
who have gone through Kenyon in the

Honduras

past four years. The total amount of the
suit would then equal around thirty-tw- o
million dollars, Roob figures.
"Even in my discrimination charges
I'm being discriminated against,"
was Roob's main argument. He feels
that the "ball is now in their court" and
that "they've stymied this thing all along
because they have the power to do that."
I

feel

At the present time, Roob says he'll wait
and see if his grievance is indeed addressed before further consideration of legal
action. As he sees it, he could have sued
on December 20, the sixteenth day after
the grievance was filed.
In the meantime, the Administration
stresses that the process is under way
and that the grievance will be dealt with
according to the rules of the College.

The Senior Class Committe is forming four new
to
plan the various events for Senior Week. The new
are
Videos and Film, Entertainment, Beer Trucks and Food and Activities.
Members of the senior class are urged to join any of the
and help take part in preperation for Senior Week. Any senior interested
sub-committ-

sub-committ-

ees

ees

sub-committ-
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can notify any member of the Senior Class Committee (Debi Johnson,
Jud Durant, Mary Chalmers, Sue Berger, Scott Garson, Brian Kearney
or Sarah Ostrander) or drop a note in the SCC box in the Student Affairs
Center.

Board assists media groups

continued from page four

too strenuous for those not used to the
heat.
Rather than serving as free labor, the continued from page three
undergraduates are given instruction in
mendations of the staff members of the
supervising and making decisions in
previous year weigh very heavily in the
basic archeological activity. The stuselection process.
dents are involved in activities such as
Two meetings have been called so far
survey, foresights, and laboratory work.
this year. The major topics of discussion
Once exposed to major tasks, and having
at the first meeting were the Gumbier
acquired a feeling for the project, the
Journal and the creation of a plagiarism
participants develop an individual piece
policy for the media organizations. The
of research within the entire program.
continued
the
meeting
second
"In this way, the student becomes inplagiarism discussion, and a policy convolved in the project through a meaningcerning it should have been finalized at
ful context, and learns how to make dea meeting of the Board this afternoon.
cisions, which is the whole goal of the
The Board has never held regular
Professor
says
aspect,"
teaching
meetings. It convenes only when the
Schortman. "The program is based on
research and integrating the students.
Either one by itself is incomplete."
continued from page one
The students will earn credits equal
to a semester at Kenyon. The organizers
The Ohio Shakespeare Conference
of the program plan to try their best to has been meeting annually for over a
Arthe Honduras
institutionalize
decade, but this is the first time Kenyon
cheological Program, but need sufficient
has hosted the event. Work on the conmoney from independent sources in ference started in October of 1983 by
order to make it work.
Professors John Ward, Gerrit Roelofs
The program is funded by the Naand Frederick Turner. Mankoff and
tional Geographical Society, the Nar Karen Edwards became chairs at the
tional Endowment for Humanities, in start of the semester.
addition to Kenyon College and Rutgers
Mankoff sees Kenyon as being an
University.
ideal place for the conference, because

chair feels there is an issue that needs
to be discussed, or if there is a request
made by one of the media organizations.
Adkins says that during her first year on
the Board, it met more frequently, but
also that it did not get any more done
than it has in the past two years.
Adkins says that she would like the
primary purpose of the Media Board to
focus on giving more positive advice.
"The media organizations here," she
says, "are criticized too often." Since
Kenyon has no formal courses in journalist or broadcasting, she feels that the
Board should concentrate more on helping the media organizations.

Shakespeare Conference scheduled
of the enthusiast of Kenyon students
the small setting which will foster a
cohesiveness, and the committmojit. to
both the English and Drama Departments.
With the closing of the Alumni
House, Mankoff said that there have been
some logistical problems. Conferees
will stay at the Curtis Motel in Mt. Vernon, in private houses, and in case of
unexpectedly high attendance, a hotel in
Newark.

Religion and Political
professors join staff
continued from page four
Dean-Ottin-

Machiavelli some day, this year he
teaching "The American Congress" arid
"The Presidency" as well as "Political
and "The Liberal DemoScience
cracy in America."
Wirls regards the
Like
tightly knit community of Gambier and
the smallness of the College as beneficial. Whereas large schools isolate students in their major fields and thus prevent them from exploring new disciplines, the academic and the physical
structure of Kenyon allows students
take a variety of classes as well as
learn about different subjects simpl; b;
talking to friends. "This carries on the
study itself."
value of
states Wirls, and by doing so, "Kenyon
has combined the best of both worlds
Kenyon had a lot to do with m;
. .
interest in teaching." Although teaching
and writing limit spare time, Wirls states
that "I'm very happy to be back."
is

states that Gam-bie- r
is a "lovely little town to live in"
and is happy to be back at Kenyon once
again.
Also back at Kenyon is newly appointed political science professor Steve
Wirls. Graduating from Kenyon in 1977,
Wirls took a variety of courses before
his interest in "Political Science
prompted him to become a political science major. Although he liked dabbling
in different disciplines, Professor Wirls
stuck
states that, Political Science
out in my mind" and that "I eventually
wandered back to it."
Taking a year off following graduation, Wirls decided to further his education at Cornell University and is currently working on his doctoral dissertation, which examines Machiavelli and
the idea of executive power. Although
Wirls would like to teach a course on
her busy,
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CAMPUS
BAKERY
Baked Daily - Fresh Homestyle Amish Cakes,
Pies, Cookies, Candies and Delicious Breads

GUND SWEET N' BAKERY CAFE
Located at Kenyon College Gund Commons Building
HOURS: 11 A.M. - 1:30 P.M.
8 P.M. - 12:00

1

COUPON

FREE

LOAF OF AMISH BREAD

Hot From The Oven...

We Hoxor Other
COUPONS
From any pizza place
PIZZA DELIVERS

Hot. deiioous ptzzv
Free 30 minute
delivery guaranteed
10 minute pick-uservice.
p

Custom-mad-

your choice
toppings.
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